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Education

2001-2006 - Saint-Petersburg State university, Fac-
ulty of journalism, Russia.
2007-2009 - Faculty of Photojournalism in the 
name of U.Galperin, Saint-Petersburg, Russia.
2015-2017 - Pro Arte Foundation, program for 
young contemporary artists

Selected Solo Exhibitions

2017 - “The Goddess Guide” and “W” projects at 
Copenhagen Photo Festival
2016 - “Adopted Welsh”, Ffotogallery, Cardiff Con-
temporary Festival, UK
2015 - Four projects the show “The Alphabet 
of Shared Words” at Museum of Photography, 
Braunschweig, Germany
2015 - “Waiting” installation as a solo exhibition at 
Chobi Mela Photography Festival, Dhaka, Bangla-
desh
2014 – “The Alphabet of Shared Words” at Look-
Out gallery, Warsaw, Poland
2012 – Solo exhibition during the Short Film Festi-
val at Culture Center of
Bialystok, Poland
2012 – “Waiting”, solo exhibition during the festi-
val Encuentros Abiertos, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
2012 – “ID”, solo exhibition at LookOut gallery, 
Warsaw, Poland
2012 – “W”, solo exhibition, Fotodepartament gal-
lery, Saint-Petersburg,
Russia.

Selected Group Exhibitions

2018 - “Waiting” at DongGang Photography Festi-
val, South Korea
2017 - “Shvilishvili” at Photobook Fenomenon, 
Barcelona, Spain
2016 - “Shvilishvili” at FOTODOK, Utrecht, the 
Netherlands
2016 - “Shvilishvili” at Moscow Museum of Modern 
Art, Russia
2015 - “Waiting” at Lishui Photography Festival, 
China
2015 - “The Alphabet of Shared Words” and “Wait-
ing” as part of the Month of Photography in Minsk, 
Belarus.
2015 -  Ping Pong: 30 Young photobooks vs. 30 
Classics”, Paris, France
2015 - “Shvilishvili” projection at “El Trapiche Pho-
tosensible”, Spain
2015 - “W” as part of the “Experiences of Brownian 
movement” exhibition, Lumiere Borothers gallery, 
Moscow, Russia
2015 - “Waiting” in Void gallery, Derry, Northern 
Ireland, UK
2015 - “Immerse” in “Construction. Photography in 
search of approach”, Uglich, Russia
2015 - “Waiting”, projection at the Cortona on the 
Move festival, Italy
2015 - “Just Another PhotoFestival”, New Delhi, 
India
2015 - “Shvilishvili” at Virka gallery, Helsinki, Finland
2015 - “Shvilishvili” at Format Photography Festval, 
Derby, UK



2015 – “New Photobook Narratives” at Rayko 
Photo Center, San Francisco, USA
2015 – “Waiting” projection at Yangon Photo Festi-
val, Yangon, Myanmar
2014 – “Instructions for Use: The Setting Archive 
and Editorial Projects”, 
2014 – Projection at the festival “Encontros da 
Imagem”, Braga
2014 – Discoveries of the Meeting Place, Houston 
FotoFest Biennale
2013 – “Shvilishvili” multimedia installation at the 
festival “Encontros da Imagem” in Braga, Portugal
2013 – “Waiting” project as a part of “She loves 
me, she loves me not” exhibition during the festi-
val “Encontros da Imagem”, Braga, Portugal
2013 – “Perchance to Dream”, group exhibition in 
“Andrea Meislin” gallery, New York, USA
2013 – “New Satint-Petersburg” show in Nieuw 
Dakota gallery, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
2013 – “Minorities”, group exhibition at the “Foto-
doc” gallery, Moscow, Russia
2012 – “Me, myself and I”, Anzenberger gallery, 
Vienna, Austria
2012 – “Shades of Women”, screening, Teatro Due 
Roma, Rome, Italy.
2012 – The Institut d’Estudis Fotogrаfics de Catalu-
nya, Barcelona, Spain.
2011 – The Backlight Festival, Territories of Desire. 
Tampere, Finland.
2011 – “Waiting”, exhibition during the Fashion and 
Style in Photography Festival, Moscow, Russia.

2011 – “Young Photography”, collective exhibition 
in Krasnoyarsk, Russia.
2010 – “Young Russian Photography. Time”, collec-
tive exhibition by FotoDepartament Foundation. 
Saint-Petersburg, Russia.

Awards, prizes, mentions

2015 - “European prospects” grant for creating 
a project in Wales during a residency hosted by 
Ffotogallery, Cardiff, Wales, UK
2015 - “The Alphabet of Shared Words” book 
shortlisted for Les Recontres d’Arles Author’s 
book award
2014 - “Shvilishvili” selected for Kassel Dummy 
Photobook award
2014 – Discovery of the Meeting Place, Houston 
Fotofest Biennale
2014 – “30 Photographers to see” by British Jour-
nal of Photography
2013 – Le Photobook fest, finalist, Paris, France
2012 – 2nd prize at the festival “Photovisa”, Kras-
nodar, Russia
2012 – 3d prize in “People” at International Pho-
tography Awards by Lucie Foundation, USA
2011 – Bratislava Portfolio Review, 3d prize
2011 – Photography Book Now, Honorable men-
tion (documentary)
2011 – PDN Photo Annual (documentary)
2011 – Px3 Prix de la Photographie Paris, Honor-
able mention.



Jana Romanova works with photography and video to accomplish both her personal 
projects and assignments around the world, at the moment she is based in Saint-Peters-
burg, Russia. She was born in 1984 in Russia, and got a degree in journalism from Saint-
Petersburg State University and studied contemporary art at PRO ARTE foundation in a 
School for Young Artists, Saint-Petersburg, Russia.

Her personal projects are mainly focused on the topics of collective identity and hesi-
tations that arise between a desire to keep your own individuality and be accepted by 
society. She works with her subjects as collaborators, using different methods of par-
ticipatory art, and challenges herself with mind experiments, where she dopts various 
ideologies to questions her own identity and explore different roles photography plays 
in our society.

Her long-term projects were selected for a number of international exhibitions and festi-
vals such as Format (Derby, UK), Chobi Mela (Dakha, Bangladesh), Cortona on the Move 
(Italy), Encontros da Imagem (Braga, Portugal), the Backlight Festival (Tampere, Fin-
land), Encuentros Abietros Festival (Buenos Aires, Argentina) “Perchance to Dream” at 
Andrea Meislin Gallery (New York, USA), “New Saint-Petersburg” at Nieuw Dakota Gal-
lery (Amsterdam, the Netherlands), Moscow Photobiennale 2016 (Russia), Riga Photog-
raphy Biennale (Latvia), The Month of Photography in Minsk (Belarus). She got several 
prizes and honorable mentions in photography all over the world.

Jana Romanova is a co-founder of «Expert Photobook Review» project, a youtube chan-
nel that offers an alternative look on photobook reviews, inviting experts from various 
fields and industries, not related to photography, but connected with author’s ideas and 
intentions, to “read” the photobook and review it from their professional point of view.

Biography





Natalia Protassenia
curator, art critic
For the show “The Goddess Guide”, Copenhagen PhotoFestival, 2017

Jana Romanova’s new project on display at the former power plant is a meditation on 
the issue of domestic magic, which goes beyond mocking or absurdisation of tricks, origi-
nating from various – often dubious – enegry-boosting practices and techniques. The art-
ist reveals a new context of those techniques, aiming to enhance the so-called “female 
power” – i.e. femininity, attractiveness, sex-appeal. This new context lies deep inside the 
post-soviet perspective of male domination.

Regarless the gap between various cultural contexts, the agenda of esoteric female 
practices resonates with the alternative essentialist approach of radical feminist theory. 
This approach consists of recognising women’s access to power through invocation to 
the substance of the feminine. A Vedic enchantress and a third wave feminist turn out to 
have much in common, namely the interest in female body, alternative medicine, energy-
boosting techniques and occultism. These specific fields of knowledge turn to be a rebel-
lous claim, an alternative to the cult of scientific rationality of the Modern Age, which is 
completely masculine. Domestic magic, which runs counter this rationlity, becomes an 
emancipatory practice and a insurrectionist gesture. Some theorists consider Medieval 
witches to be the first feminists. Abnegating Christianity with its’ primacy of the male, 
the witch gives herself to the Devil, trying to find protection against male power. To act 
on behalf of the evil spirit was the one and only opportunity to scare and to subdue a 
man. Dangerous sexuality – witches’ master weapon – thus becomes a symbol of disobe-
dience.

However, the male gaze determinig the canon of feminine beauty stays very important 
for some of those practicing “female magic techniques”. Here the artist focuses on the 
ironic deconstruction of the notion of “femininity” itself. She tries to unveil the mistery 

Selected critical texts available in English



Nadya Sheremetova
curator, art critic
Text for the show “ID”, LookOut Gallery, Warsaw, 2012

You can recognize photographs of Jana Romanova immediately. There some certain 
clear and precise method for making each image, that you want to solve.  It’s a concen-
tration of the photographer, that, of course, can’t be shown, but somehow integrated 
into the picture, well selected and fixed angle and an indication of something behind 
the picture, something being intended. Thus, visual form and construction of Jana Ro-
manova’s  projects builds message so that it could be opened to the viewer with maxi-
mum clarity and apparent simplicity.

Four years passed since her first project “Players” has been finished, the same as the 
publication of it in one of the leading magazines in Russia - “Russian Reporter”. It 
seemed, that  the photojournalism with it’s passion for permanent movement, - which 
is so similar to Jana’s nature, - will become a sphere of her main interest. But at the 
same moment she began working on the “Waiting” project, that afterwords would be 
published in a lot of magazines worldwide. And images of sleeping couples, waiting 
for a new life to be born, found the same interest among the art sphere. This project 
took part in a number of international group and solo shows, and Jana herself found 
out that the final way of presenting this project lies in book, not a magazine publica-
tion. There is a question that is extremely important for the author, that is, maybe, not 
so clear from the texts to her projects, but the one that always lies on the very surface 

of “true feminity” through mimicing the postures of conventionally attractive women 
or through repetition of some rituals (eg., hair brushing) or mantras or through discov-
ering the Master-Disciple relations (direct transfer of spiritual knowledge). In an effort 
to redefine the social clichés through the category of magic, Yana Romanova reduces 
ad absurdum the logic of gender determination, without loosing the belief that magic is 
real.



of her images - how to combine documentary, almost journalistic, and thus factological 
base of an image with an investigation of a medium, the manifestation of its properties 
- from doubling, imitation, projection of time (and in the “Waiting” she found a way to 
indicate future in the present!), to the light, as the very basis of a photography image. 
How to invent this dual language? It seems that Jana Romanova succeeded.
When in the “W” project the mimetic, imitative nature of photography is given in a 
very easy and playful way (though the starting point for this idea was the same routine 
observation of the reality,  events and facts), in the Rescue project - actually, the life-
project, where Jana has been involved over a period of 3 years, following one of the 
Emergency Commission divisions, - she managed to involve a medium in a structure of a 
project in the most difficult way, as through the book, and the multimedia. This project 
is full of visual reflections, sending us to different points of view on the main theme - the 
theme of death, they are either moving us away from it, or help to approach it: screen 
shots of tv-news, personal images of firefighters, quotations from their speeches, and 
photographs that seemed to be amazingly distant and close to the subjects. This double 
effect is very important - the ability to  be inside and at the same time - out of the pho-
tography space, this is the main point which describes Jana Romanova’s work.



Seleced Publications

Eikon, Austria, 2012















Geo, Germany, 2016



GUP, the Netherlands, 2014
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Jana Romanova
Born in 1984 in Leningrad, USSR. Lives in Saint-Petersburg, Russia

www.janaromanova.com

Do you take pictures for private purposes?
As a person who always has this enormous amount of unresolved questions about reality and the 

people around me, I can say that, yes, I take pictures for private purposes. But at the same time  

I always tell the people I photograph that somebody else apart from me will see their picture.  

2 or 200 eyes, it doesn’t matter. It’s just about being honest. 

Do you keep a diary?
I did have a paper diary until Livejournal became popular in Russia. I was intrigued by the idea  

of showing my “private” thoughts to a lot of people, but now I don’t feel that I need to document 

something in words when I’m surrounded by pictures and can photograph anything anytime. 

Which city do you like the most?
New York. I’ve never been there, but it seems to be nice, if you believe television and the  

Internet.

What is your favorite music?
Today it’s Tom Waits. And also the soundtrack to Million Dollar Hotel by U2. 

What is your favorite dish? 
I’ve just realized that I don’t have any favorite dish. 

How do you feel about tattoos?
If I ever find an image that I could live with for my whole life, I’ll have it tattooed on my body  

that same day. 

Are you a more introverted or extroverted person?
Probably I’m an introvert who wants to become extroverted. Unfortunately, it doesn’t work like 

that.  

Would you consider yourself a voyeur?
In a sense all photographers are voyeurs. As soon as you interfere in a process of life, the moment 

you’ve been watching and photographing is destroyed. 

Which camera did you use for this project?
I did this project with several cameras – from a Minolta SRT 101 to a Nikon D300 and finishing 

with a Canon 5D Mark II. 

What does “privacy” mean to you?
“Privacy” means that you can be left alone, whenever you want to be left alone, with the knowl-

edge of the disadvantages of your body and all these ugly, dirty and naive thoughts you have in 

your mind. And only you can decide when and which part of this you want to make public.   

Do you feel your privacy is more threatened by corporations or by governments?
Honestly, I’ve never felt any attempts by corporations or governments to interfere in my private 

life. Although I know that the police can listen to my phone calls, for example. But I also know 

people in my country whose lives have been destroyed by government influence, and people who 

have suffered from the mass media destroying their privacy for nothing. I feel  that we live in a 

world where “privacy” is more an illusion. You have it as long s nobody is interested in your life.

A couple of years ago I suddenly no-

ticed that almost all my friends were 

about to become mothers and fathers. 

Actually, I wasn’t ready for this unex-

pected change in my life because I 

couldn’t imagine it without spontane-

ous trips and night-long discussions 

about our amazing future. My favorite 

people were about to become real 

adults with a lot of responsibilities, 

and as a matter of fact, all of them 

took it in a very different way, acting 

like a happy family in public and some-

times crying out of fear and apprehen-

sion when nobody was watching. I 

started photographing my friends, 

their friends and, in the end, people  

I don’t know, in the most personal and 

intimate place – their bedroom – early 

in the morning, while they were sleep-

ing or drowsing. It’s a time when peo-

ple don’t care about their appearance, 

are natural. Looking at the photo-

graphs, I tried to understand what 

kind of role a young man or woman 

plays in their new family. He hasn’t  

yet realized he’s going to be a father, 

and she is alone with the knowledge  

of a life growing inside her. He goes 

through a stage when he becomes a 

child again himself, rejecting this new 

responsibility. After that comes the 

part where he wakes up and slowly 

they start to play equal roles in the 

process of waiting. Waiting not only 

for the child to be born, but also for 

their entire life to be changed in 40 

weeks. The project consists of 40 im-

ages. Saint-Petersburg-Moscow, 

2009–2011 

Nina, Alexander and their son Andrey, 2009–2011. From Waiting. C-print, 50 x 70 cm
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Days Japan, 2014





Internazionale, 2018







PDN, 2012



PDN, 2012

Print prices

Waiting*

Size: 50x70 cm 
Paper: Hahnemuhle photo rag 308., archival pigment 
print
Signed and numbered by author
Edition: 7+III во всех случаях
Price: 1200 Euro

Size: 30x45 cm
Paper: Hahnemuhle photo rag 308., archival pigment 
print
Signed and numbered by author
Edition: 7+III во всех случаях
Price: 750 Euro

Framing is possible.

W

Size: 50x70 cm 
Paper: Hahnemuhle photo rag 308., archival pigment 
print
Signed and numbered by author
Edition: 7+III во всех случаях
Price: 1200 Euro

Size: 30x45 cm
Paper: Hahnemuhle photo rag 308., archival pigment 
print
Signed and numbered by author
Edition: 7+III во всех случаях
Price: 750 Euro

Framing is possible.

*not all images in the project are available for sale, please, contact jarofoto@gmail.com to specify


